MetalGate Records 2015 – let’s dance with the Drowner
The ship is sinking and all the while people are dancing on board as if nothing is going awry.
We can sum up like that the thematic focus of the upcoming third studio album of the
Prague based cyber metal virtuosos MINORITY SOUND entitled “Drowner’s Dance”,
which will be released by MetalGate Records in early June 2015.
If the aforementioned situation inspired by the infamous Titanic, strikes you as applicable to
our world today, you are not far from the truth. Precisely the decadence and carelessness
face to face with oblivion shall be the primary motif, which the successor to the acclaimed
“The Explorer” shall explore on the space of ten tracks, whose arrangements alternate
between film soundtrack, dance electronica and raw metal riffs. For on “Drowner’s Dance”,
unlike the previous albums, MINORITY SOUND are adding to their signature samples
purely orchestral compositions, which give their music a new, more epic dimension.
Simply Cyber Metal Orchestra!
The new album deal was signed March 21, 2015, by representatives of the band and of
MetalGate Records on the usual crime scene of the Hells Bells pub in Prague. The recording
then took place on the new premises of our Vsetín-based MetalGate Studio under the
watchful eye of Libor Kukula, frontman of Ascendancy. Go behind the scenes of the
recording sessions with a series of studio reports that you can find on the sites and profiles
of MINORITY SOUND and MetalGate.
The final mix and mastering is being taken care of, same as last time, by the acclaimed
Canadian producer and composer of electronic music Rom di Prisco.
Do not worry, in due time we shall bring you a taste of the new music in form of a single, as
well as take a look on the visual side of the album, which is authored by Filip Budka.
If you do not want to miss our coverage of “Drowner’s Dance”, stay tuned to the websites of
MetalGate and MINORITY SOUND.
www.minoritysound.com
www.metalgate.cz

